
DBQ
document based


question

TASK LIST
check-in.


hw: write intro 
& thesis for 
tomorrow

OBJECTIVES
write everything i know about each document to 
determine the meaning of each document.


- what might this document be about?


- do any documents go together?


decide how many body paragraphs you will write.


- how do these documents fit into 
paragraphs?


construct a thesis statement  
that answers the prompt.


write an introductory  
paragraph (broad to specific)



DBQtwo parts 

of the

PEANUT BUTTER JELLY
= THE DOCUMENTS


you must use the documents.


it is NOT a question about the documents.  


- it is a historical question that requires 
you to incorporate the documents into 
your answer.


- you must cite peanut butter (document 
a)

= YOUR KNOWLEDGE


what you learned in class / your 
knowledge


the essay will be mostly jelly, but held 
together by the peanut butter!



THESIS STATEMENT 
& INTRODUCTION

use the Prompt to write your thesis 

- It will not be a three-pronged thesis!


- Should be last sentence in introduction

intro should start broad and end in specifics (thesis)

general comments about Andrew Jackson -> Varying Opinions -> Thesis Statement



DBQ
document based


question

TASK LIST
check-in.


hw: finish hero 
body paragraph

OBJECTIVE
draft the hero body  
paragraph using the  
documents (pb) and my  
understanding/knowledge  
(jelly)


- use documents to craft  
your analysis


- refer back to the  
question - are you  
answering it?



BO
DY

 P
AR

AG
RA

PH
S use the body paragraphs to 

answer the prompt


Include:


- your classroom knowledge 
(jelly)


- analysis of documents (pb)


- cite documents when you use 
their analysis


- cite them after you 
introduce them the first 
time


- analysis (document _)


do not quote documents!!

keep in mind:


- no fluff


- each sentence 
should have 
meaning


- every sentence 
should 
support your 
thesis




BO
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S



DBQ
document based


question

TASK LIST

OBJECTIVES

check-in.


hw: finish 
tyrant body 
paragraph

write tyrant paragraph  
using the documents (pb)  
and my understanding 
/knowledge (jelly)


- use documents to craft your analysis


- refer back to the question - are you  
answering it?


write a conclusion that summarizes your  
response

TYPED DBQ - DUE TUES, FEB 18 8AM



BO
DY

 P
AR

AG
RA

PH
S use the body paragraphs to 

answer the prompt


Include:


- your classroom knowledge 
(jelly)


- analysis of documents (pb)


- cite documents when you use 
their analysis


- cite them after you 
introduce them the first 
time


- analysis (document _)


do not quote documents!!

keep in mind:


- no fluff


- each sentence 
should have 
meaning


- every sentence 
should 
support your 
thesis




CONCLUSION
restate your thesis

- should be in different words than your 

introductory thesis


- Should be first sentence in conclusion

conclusion should start specific and end in a broad, finalizing 
statement

- restate Thesis -> recap opinions of him -> general statement about 

legacy of andrew jackson



DBQ
Document based 

Question
TASK LIST

OBJECTIVE
finish your  
conclusion  
paragraph


type the dbq into 
google docs and  
share with ms. g


- use documents to 
craft your analysis


- refer back to the 
question - are you 
answering it?

check-in.


hw: dbq is due 
tomorrow by 8am!


